Computer-Aided Design and Manufacturing systems are increasingly used to produce dental prostheses, but the parts produced suffer from a lack of evaluation, especially concerning the internal gap of the final assembly, that is, the space between the prepared tooth and the prosthesis. X-ray micro-Computed Tomography (micro-CT) is a noninvasive imaging technique enabling the internal inspection of the assembly. It has proved to be an efficient tool for measuring the gap. In this study, a critical review of the protocols using micro-CT to quantify the gap is proposed as an introduction to a new protocol aimed at minimizing errors and enabling comparison between CAD/CAM systems. To compare different systems, a standardized protocol is proposed including two reference geometries. Micro-CT is used to acquire the reference geometries. A new 3D method is then proposed and a new indicator is defined (Gap Size Distribution (GSD)). In addition, the usual 2D measurements are described and discussed. The 3D gap measurement method proposed can be used in clinical case geometries and has the considerable advantage of minimizing the data processing steps before performing the measurements.
Introduction
Computer-Aided Design and Manufacturing (CAD/CAM) systems are becoming common in dental prosthesis production [1] [2] [3] [4] . The adaptation of prosthesis, on the remaining and prepared dental tissues, obtained by CAD/CAM is a key factor that must be considered carefully to ensure the longevity and survival of the tooth-restoration assembly [5] . Prosthesis adaptation focuses on the metrological measurement of the fit between the prepared tooth to be restored and the manufactured restoration [6, 7] . A fit less than 100 to 120 m is clinically validated [8, 9] and helps in limiting the restored tooth morbidity, gingival irritation, secondary caries, and sealing cement dissolution [10, 11] . This fit is considered as the most clinically relevant parameter to assess CAD/CAM system accuracy. Thus, assessing the accuracy of dental CAD/CAM systems is becoming an important topic in restorative dentistry.
In parallel, imaging techniques are more and more powerful and enable us to investigate the dental structures at different scales from the whole facial geometry of a patient [12, 13] to the dental tissues microstructure [14] . X-ray microComputed Tomography (micro-CT) is considered reliable for imaging dental structures [15] and more specifically for metrological measurements of dental prosthesis adaptation, and protocols to assess crown adaptation with micro-CT can be found in the literature [16] [17] [18] [19] . Due to the possibility of having access to the inner geometry of the dental system, micro-CT imaging is a relevant measurement technique for acquiring the fit of the assembly between the crown and the prepared tooth (die). The gap space to be measured is overlapped by the crown and cannot be reached by a contact probe or classical noncontact optical measurement devices without manipulating the assembly elements [19] [20] [21] . Thus, the micro-CT technique eliminates in particular the measurement uncertainties introduced by handling the assembly. Nevertheless, this protocol must be optimized and standardized as certain measurement biases are introduced involving fit values ranging from 20 to 200 m. This means that the results cannot be compared and may not represent the true values for adaptation. The aim of this article is to validate and optimize a metrological measurement protocol of CAD/CAM dental crown fits with micro-CT and to standardize such measurements. First, we propose a detailed analysis of the metrological chain involved by micro-CT scanning applied to the crown adaptation assessment. Then, we present a pilot experimental study to standardize the crown adaptation measurements and, finally, we discuss the results of our experiments. A new indicator called Gap Size Distribution (GSD) is defined to characterize gap geometry. It can be used for standardized geometries and clinical cases.
On Dental CAD/CAM Assessment

2.1.
Objectives. The assessment of dental CAD/CAM systems is carried out by the metrological measurement of the fit between a coping model of a prepared tooth (die) and the restoration (crown prosthesis) manufactured using CAD/CAM ( Figure 1 ).
As illustrated in Figure 1 , the dental CAD/CAM process is divided into three main steps: (1) a coping of a tooth preparation is digitized; (2) a restorative prosthetic assembly is designed on a computer (computer aided design (CAD)) according to the clinical recommendation for fit adaptation; (3) the prosthesis milling process is performed with Computer-Aided Manufacturing (CAM) and numericalcontrolled (NC) milling.
After the CAD/CAM process, the prosthesis coping and tooth preparation coping assembly is measured to assess prosthesis adaptation. A metrological protocol is needed to perform the fit adaptation measurement. The objective is to evaluate the gap between the prepared tooth coping and the prosthesis coping on the basis of dimensional criteria described in Section 3.2.
As the best fit adaptation measurement is evaluated through the dimensions of the gap between the tooth preparation coping and the prosthesis coping, it is necessary to access the gap volume. As the prosthesis shape covers this volume, micro-CT imaging seems to be a relevant data acquisition technique to access the gap dimensions [22] .
Crown Adaptation
Criteria. The terminology of crown adaptation criteria that has been unanimously accepted was defined by Holmes et al. [23] and is illustrated in Figure 2 .
The measurements of the distances are usually made in planes (Figure 2(a) ) containing the prosthesis axis of insertion (prosthesis path of draw in Figure 2 ). According to the glossary of prosthodontic terms [24] , the prosthesis path of draw is a synonym of path of placement or path of insertion or path of withdrawal and can be defined as the specific direction in which a prosthesis is placed on the abutment teeth or dental implant(s). According to this definition the prosthesis axis (PA) is defined as the planned line or path of placement and removal for a dental restoration.
In clinical practice, either in conventional (manual) or in CAD/CAM prosthesis production, the PA is materialized by a fictive axis defined in the dentist mind during manual milling of the tooth. Then, the PA is recognized by anatomical surface analysis of the milled prepared tooth during prosthesis design tasks. In the case of CAD/CAM production, a manual identification of PA may be assisted by computerized detection of a geometrical axis minimizing the undercuts area. Nevertheless, the PA definition is too vague to clearly/mathematically identify a unique PA resulting in several possible PA identifications for the same tooth preparation.
As the crown covers the tooth preparation, the internal gap is defined to evaluate the distance between the prepared tooth and the crown.
(a) Internal gap (IG) is perpendicular distance from the internal surface of the prosthesis to the axial wall of the tooth preparation.
Depending on the manufacturing and the clinical adjustment, the crown margin may overextend or underextend the tooth preparation margin as shown in Figure 2 (e) Vertical marginal discrepancy (VMD) is distance parallel to the path of draw of the prosthesis from the margin of the prosthesis to the margin of the tooth preparation.
(f) Horizontal marginal discrepancy (HMD) is distance perpendicular to the path of draw of the prosthesis from the margin of the prosthesis to the margin of the tooth preparation.
(g) Absolute marginal discrepancy (AMD) is absolute distance from the prosthesis margin to the margin of the tooth preparation. When OM or UM are null, AMD is equal to MG. When MG is null, AMD is equal to OM or UM.
(h) Seating discrepancy (SD) is distance parallel to the path of draw through an arbitrary point (or points) on the external surface of the prosthesis and tooth preparation away from the margins.
Fit adaptation measurement protocols based on micro-CT scanning have been proposed in the literature [6] .
Critical Analysis of Existing Protocols Using Micro-CT
In order to process the data acquisition it is necessary to define the geometrical systems of reference (plane and direction to perform the measurements) and the specificities of the micro-CT scan measurements. These technical aspects are dealt with to a greater or lesser degree in the description of existing protocols. volume from a series of several hundred of projection images (radiograph or radiograms) obtained by illuminating with an X-ray source an object from different directions and collecting the transmitted data thanks to a detector [25] . Either the X-ray source or the detector (linear or array detector) is moving during the exposure around the stationary object (rotation around an axis) or they are stationary and the object is rotating around the axis. In some case an additional sliding movement is added to the rotation movement. The reconstructed images are obtained from the scan data by mathematical processing (solving the inverse Radon transformation using filtered back projection or linear algebra or iterative physical model-based maximum likelihood expectation maximization). Images are digitally displayed in terms of relative radiodensity and archived as a stack of images in parallel planes (blue planes in Figure 3 (a)). These planes are perpendicular to the rotation axis of the micro-CT scan, which can be termed the axis of acquisition (AA). The first issue raised by existing protocols is matching and identifying acquisition (AA) and prosthesis axis (PA). In the academic protocols proposed by Borba et al. [16] , Pelekanos et al. [17] , and Mously et al. [18] , AA is considered as parallel to PA whereas they were not aligned during images acquisition. Then, the PA identification is performed on the stack of images acquired (Pelekanos et al. [17] ) or on a 3D volumetric reconstruction of the data acquired (Borba et al. [16] ), then generating a stack of slices around this axis (beige vertical planes in Figure 3(b) ). Thus, the resulting slicing planes of measurements are processed around an axis inclined from the axis of insertion (PA), involving measurement errors in the adaptation criteria. Besides, a manual identification of PA is performed, so PA axis identification cannot be unique and cannot be the same PA defined during the crown design (black axis in Figure 3 ).
The Issue of Matching and Identifying Acquisition and
For each protocol the directions of slicing planes of measurements around PA cover the buccolingual (width direction of the tooth as illustrated in Figure 4 ) and mesiodistal directions (length direction of the tooth as illustrated in Figure 4 ). Nevertheless, in Pelekanos et al. [17] and Borba et al. [16] protocols, respectively, ten and two radial slicing planes are used for measurements and in Mously et al. protocol five parallel planes around PA are used. As buccolingual and mesiodistal directions are anatomical directions [26, 27] , their identification remains difficult. For instance, IG parameter must be measured perpendicular to the tooth preparation surface whereas the slicing planes directions are not perpendicular to these surfaces as illustrated in Figure 4 .
The measurement reference system obtained after data processing can be not coincident with the expected theoretical measurement reference system due to the unclear identification of PA and measurements directions after acquisition. As mentioned previously, it is necessary to standardize the definition of PA.
The Issue of Identifying and Measuring the Gap Geometry.
The images quality and accuracy might be affected by acquisition artifacts and the spatial resolution of the micro-CT scan [28] . The beam-hardening effect introduces enhanced intensity on the object border [29] . Such artifacts are closely linked to the polychromatic property of the X-ray beam. A metallic part (aluminum, copper, or tungsten filter) can be used for filtering the beam and attenuating the beamhardening effect. However, such metallic filtering increases acquisition noise. The ring effect introduces concentric circles on images, centered on the micro-CT scan rotation axis. This effect can be imputed to mechanical displacement defects or detector defects (defective pixels) during X-ray radiographic projections. Such defect effects can be avoided by modifying the scanning strategy (minimization of the influence of defective pixels on radiographic projections) or specific image-processing algorithms applied on the reconstructed stack of images. The presence of metal on the object to be scanned can generate stripes on the reconstructed images. This effect is due the high density of the metallic object, which is higher than the density that the X-ray beam can penetrate. The object or X-ray source and detector movements during acquisition introduce shadows on the reconstructed images.
As it was presented in Section 2, to measure the gap on the prosthetic assembly, the prosthesis and prepared tooth copings boundaries must be visible, accurate, and dimensionally reliable: artifacts on reconstructed images must be avoided and the contrast must be sufficient to identify the prosthetic assembly boundaries. In the case of dental crown adaptation measurements, the radiodensity and composition of the materials used for both the crown and the coping of the prepared tooth must be considered. The range of biomaterials used for CAD/CAM crown manufacturing is very wide and includes ceramics, composites, hybrids, and polymers [28, 30] . These different types of material vary due to their composition and radiodensity, leading to specific X-ray beam adjustment and filtering. In Figure 5 , an X-ray scan of a prosthetic assembly composed of a zirconia crown and a plaster coping is illustrated; nonsuitable adjustment and filtering involve acquisition artifacts and make image processing difficult: the radiodensity properties of these two materials are too different to allow clear distinguishing of the assembly gap. Another problem involved by micro-CT scan protocol is the manual identification of the anatomical elements (tooth and preparation margins, tooth axial wall, and prosthesis internal surface) necessary to perform the measurement of the fit adaptation criteria. As illustrated by a colored X-ray image in Figure 6 , the 2D curve limitation associated with the axial wall is very difficult to identify; the position of the points associated with the margins are not clear due to the fillet radius. As a consequence, manual recognitions of anatomical elements and manual measurements observed in Mously et al., Pelekanos et al., and Borba et al. protocols are unclear and introduced measurements errors.
The Issue of Choosing the Micro-CT Scan Spatial Resolution.
The unit element of a stack of images obtained by micro-CT scan is the voxel (volumetric pixel), the size of which depends on the X-ray magnification but is usually in the range of several microns to several tenth microns. The spatial resolution of the micro-CT scan is defined by the minimal dimensional variation that the micro-CT scan can acquire. This resolution is different from the image resolution given by voxel size. Voxel size can be lower than the spatial resolution. The spatial resolution is the combination of the detector resolution, the mechanical accuracies of the rotating, and sliding movements and the beam intensity [31] . The spatial resolution of the micro-CT scan must be chosen as well as a function of the range of crown adaptation parameters defined during prosthesis design about 50 to 100 m.
The Problem of Standardizing Prosthetic Assembly Manufacturing.
In the protocols of Borba et al. and Pelekanos et al. [16, 17] , the prosthetic assembly was composed of a single prepared tooth model and crown copings obtained after CAD/CAM and sintering. However, different plaster copings of this prepared model were used to manufacture each crown coping. Therefore, the geometry of the assembly measured was not the same as the assembly manufactured by the CAD/CAM system to be evaluated. Plaster copings of the prepared tooth model introduce geometrical defects, so these defects were also evaluated on the crown adaptation. In the protocol of Mously et al. [18] , they paired a prepared tooth coping and a crown coping obtained after CAD/CAM and sintering to compose the prosthetic assembly. Acrylic tooth copings of the tooth model were fabricated by CAD/CAM. Due to this duplication, geometrical defects were introduced by the first CAD/CAM system that was not subjected to evaluation. The range of these defects was unknown and assumed to be equivalent to those of the second CAD/CAM system to be evaluated. Each acrylic tooth was associated with its own CAD/CAM crown coping, so two consecutive CAD/CAM systems and sintering were evaluated in this protocol.
The sintering step and the duplication of the tooth preparation model must be removed from the protocol to minimize the introduction of parasitic geometrical defects on the final adaptation measurements. As there is a gap between the prepared tooth coping and the prosthesis coping, several relative positions can be achieved between the two parts of the prosthetic assembly. The nonunicity of the prosthetic assembly is also a drawback when standardizing the protocol.
X-Ray Micro-CT: 3D Metrological Chain Proposition-Pilot Study
In this section, a new 3D metrological chain is proposed and validated on two simplified geometries of dental assembly which have the main characteristics of real dental assemblies. The need of standardized geometries is crucial in order to assess and compare CAD/CAM systems in the future. Our method used a maximal covering sphere algorithm to assess a new indicator: Gap Size Distribution (GSD), which plays a key role in the quality of the assembly.
Reference Assembly: Standardized Geometries.
Based on classical preparation recommendations, two simplified geometries are proposed ( Figure 7) as those proposed by Borba et al. [16] . A pyramidal and a conical geometry are chosen. A crucial property of these geometries is that they are composed of regular shapes with PA defined mathematically: the axis of symmetry. Once defined, they are then designed using CAD software in this case Catia V5 (Dassault Systems).
The standardized prepared tooth is designed according to molar anatomical volume [26] and fixed prosthodontics clinical recommendations [27] as follows: (ii) The margin curve (as defined in Figure 2 ): planar curves, respectively, a square of 8 mm length and a circle of 8 mm.
(iii) The axial surface (as defined in Figure 2 ): respectively, a drafted pyramidal surface with a squared basis of 6 × 6 mm 2 , height of 6 mm and draft angle of 6 ∘ and a drafted conical surface with a circular basis of 6 mm diameter, and height of 6 mm and draft angle of 6 ∘ .
Advances in Materials Science and Engineering The standardized prostheses are designed according to the CAD/CAM design protocol. The axis of symmetry of the standardized prepared tooth (cone axis for the conical part and axis given by the intersection of the symmetry plane for the pyramidal part) is considered as PA. The internal gap (IG in Figure 2) value is set to 100 m on the axial area and 150 m on the occlusal area according to the mean value considered clinically reliable [6, 32, 33] .
The marginal gap (MG in Figure 2 ) value is set to zero, to avoid secondary caries due to microleakage in the marginal area, leading to the introduction of bacteria and gum irritation [34] [35] [36] .
Likewise, no over-or underextended margins are manufactured. Over and underextended margins introduce dental plaque retention involving the accumulation of bacteria close to the marginal area and gum irritation. Thus, the underextended margin (UM) and overextended margin (OM) are set to zero (Figure 2) . It results in the fact that the vertical marginal discrepancy (VMD), horizontal marginal discrepancy (HMD), and absolute marginal discrepancy (AMD) are null.
Reference Assembly: Materials and Fabrication.
The two parts of the assembly (die and restoration) were made of a hybrid composite (Vita Enamic5, Vita-Zahnfabrik, Germany: resin infiltrated ceramics). This biomaterial has several advantages with regard to other dental materials: good machinability, less brittle behavior than ceramics, and enhanced wear resistance compared to composites. Moreover, because of its good radioopacity, artifacts involved during X-ray acquisition are reduced.
The two standard assemblies were fabricated with a numerical-controlled milling machine prototype (Lyra, GACD).
X-Ray Micro-CT Acquisition.
The CT images of the two types of assembly have been created with an X-ray microtomograph (X-View X50-CT, North Star Imaging) equipped with a cooled open microfocus a Dual Head XWT240-XC190 tubes used in mode reflection less than from and a flat panel detector NSI Dexala 752 (9.9 × 11.4 , 75 mm pixel pitch, 3073 × 3888 pixel matrix, dynamic range 14 bit). For the acquisition, reflection mode configuration of the X-ray source was used (detail detectability less than 1 m) with an accelerating voltage of 130 KV, a current of 50 A. The detector was used in 2 × 2 binning mode and the exposure time was 200 ms per frame. A stack of roughly 1300 grayscale images was obtained from 1200 projections using a standard filtered back-projection reconstruction algorithm. The reconstruction of the CT image using a standard filtered back-projection reconstruction algorithm was performed with the NSI in-house software efX-CT. The magnification adopted allowed us to create CT image with a voxel size of approximately 8 × 8 × 8 m 3 which is consistent for measuring a gap of 100 m.
The image stack acquired was also processed using Avizo the 3D analysis software commercialized by FEI (Visualization Sciences Group) to visualize the assembly and the open source image-processing software ImageJ [37] gap in 3D. A maximal covering sphere (MSC) algorithm was used [38, 39] to perform the 3D gap measurement.
3D
Visualization. An initial visual inspection of the assembly was conducted on the micro-CT images using Avizo's volume rendering tool (with threshold manual adjustment) and a vertical clipping plane at different locations was added in order to visualize the raw data (Figure 8 and film) . It can be observed that the symmetry axis of the assembly (PA) was not perfectly coincident with the axis of acquisition (AA) in the tomograph, resulting in unexploitable vertical 2D images (Figure 8(b) ). As discussed in Section 3, gap measurements cannot be processed directly from the raw stack of 2D micro-CT images. Thus, each surface (axial wall, internal surface), curve (prepared tooth and prosthesis margins), and measurement system of reference (PA and stack of reslicing planes) needed to perform the gap measurement were tilted from their theoretical position ( Figure 9 ). As for the protocols mentioned in Section 3, the insertion axis (PA, black axis in Figure 9 ), equivalent to the symmetry axis for our standard geometries, does not perfectly coincide with the tomograph acquisition axis (AA, red axis in Figure 9 ). The assembly positioning on the micro-CT scan object support introduces an angular misalignment ( in Figure 9 positioning inaccuracy. As illustrated in Figure 9 (a), the measurement plane (green plane) is obtained with an orthoslice of the raw stack of images (perpendicular to the blue planes directions AA); thus, the green plane is parallel from AA direction and tilted with angle from the theoretical plane of measurements (beige vertical planes). Besides, during the orthoslice processing, the slicing directions must be defined introducing an angular misalignment ; thus, the green plane of measurements is also tilted with a angle from the theoretical plane of measurement (beige vertical planes). This double tilting results in inaccurate representation of the gap boundaries as illustrated in Figure 9 (b). As explained previously, for the conical assembly, angle misalignment has no influence due to revolution axis of symmetry.
The margin over-and underextension can also be detected by direct 3D visualization, as depicted in Figure 10 .
Under-and overextension result from a wrong positioning of the prosthesis when assembling. The prosthesis and the prepared tooth are in planar contact. Due to the gap between the two parts, as illustrated in Figure 11 (a), one rotation around PA and two sliding movements, respectively, along 0 and 0 directions are occurring. The sliding movements introduce a misalignment of the prosthesis (green axis in Figure 11 ) from PA used for the prosthetic assembly design (black axis in Figure 11 ). The combination of axis misalignment and prosthesis rotation generates over-and underextension of the prosthesis margin and nonuniform gap volume as illustrated in Figure 11(b) . For the conical assembly, the rotation around PA has no influence due to revolution axis of symmetry.
The influence of the qualitative inspection and simulation of positioning defects on the gap measurement emphasizes the need to identify the assembly axis of symmetry (PA) and the direction of slicing plane before performing 2D gap measurements on the data acquired.
Besides, due to the gap, several positions of the prosthesis can be reached thus generating under-and overextension and nonuniform gap volume around the preparation. This gap volume distribution around the prepared tooth is difficult to analyze without a 3D characterization.
The conical assembly, due to its revolution axis of symmetry, allows avoiding problems of 2D measurement plane directions and relative rotation between the prosthesis and its die. Yet, the conical shape is less characteristic than the pyramidal shape regarding the prepared tooth shape obtained in clinical practice.
As standardizing the gap measurement protocol using the 2D measurements can be difficult, a new 3D method for measuring this gap is proposed.
New 3D Gap Measurement Method.
To prevent errors arising from 2D measurements or limitations induced by images processing and especially reslicing, a maximal covering sphere algorithm is used in order to measure the gap in 3D. The principle of this algorithm is to measure the dimension of a space at a point by finding the largest sphere containing the point (and remaining in the space considered) diameter which is called the maximal covering sphere (MCS). This algorithm is frequently used to measure the size of a solid/porous phase of porous media such as trabecular bone or scaffolds for tissue engineering [40] . The measure in 3D avoids the 2D errors that can be made (e.g., the second image in Figure 8 will lead to an overestimated gap size measurement). The MCS algorithm is used directly on the binarized stack of images acquired. So here, the main influencing parameter is the chosen threshold used to achieve binarization and the possible filters used to process the image stack. Area considered in this study In this study, the proposed method is illustrated on the assembly and focuses on the gap axial and marginal areas ( Figure 12 ). Figure 13 represents the gap size map assessed by the MCS algorithm on assemblies. The gap measurement is achieved on the whole volume of the gap and not only on a few points on a few slices. Figure 14 shows the histogram of the Gap Size Distribution (GSD) in these assemblies (the indicated frequency corresponding to the probability to find this gap size). The conical assembly (gray bars) exhibits a smooth Gap Size Distribution from 0 to 200 m, whereas a bimodal Gap Size Distribution is detected in the pyramidal assembly. The pyramidal assembly presents two main gap sizes around 50 m and around 140 m.
The figures clearly indicate a translation of the prosthetic part assemblies. This translation explains the overand underextension observed in Figure 10 . This translation explains the over-and underextension observed in Figure 10 . It results in a heterogeneous gap whose dimension varies by up to 200 m in both types of assembly. As the assembly was designed to have a homogeneous gap of 100 m, it is logical to have a gap up to 200 m due to the translation of the prosthesis (leading to a minimal gap at one point and to a "double" gap at the opposite point).
The conical assembly gap size is more smoothly distributed and we predict that such smooth distribution will be more favorable for the durability of the prosthesis through time (of course, further studies are needed to demonstrate this).
This therefore leads to the first interesting conclusion that can be drawn from this study: different tooth preparations will lead to different GSDs, thereby certainly influencing the future of prosthesis life. It should be interesting to measure the GSD in the case where the gap is filled (by an adhesive or a cement), then to observe whether it is more homogeneous, and finally to assess the impact of the GSD on the mechanical behavior of the assembly.
We may also remark that (i) the 3D map of the gap size can also allow the detection of a rotation of the prosthesis on the die,
(ii) the MCS algorithm can also be used to measure the thickness of the prosthesis. Another indicator that can be called PTD (Prosthesis Thickness Distribution) can be defined.
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Conclusion
In this paper, a critical review of the protocols using X-ray micro-CT to evaluate a prosthetic assembly adaptation was proposed and used to define a new 3D protocol.
Reference geometries mimicking a prosthetic assembly had to be defined to compare different production systems. Two parameterized geometries were defined and used to validate our gap 3D measurement protocol (a conical and a pyramidal assembly). A 2D gap measurement protocol was also mentioned, but we argued that this type of measurement is extremely sensitive to the choice and definition of the measurement plane. Resulting plane choice errors were simulated and quantified in order to highlight the difficulty of using such a protocol, especially on a real dental prosthetic assembly.
By definition, the 3D measurement protocol helps to overcome this problem: plane definition is no longer needed and so the 3D measurement protocol can be used on all types of prosthetic assembly. It also allows the estimation of a new indicator, Gap Size Distribution (GSD), which is a representation of the gap size in the whole area considered. The GSD in a conical and a pyramidal assembly was represented and presented an interesting difference: the GSD in the conical assembly provided smooth distribution whereas in the pyramidal assembly distribution preparation was clearly
